
L d. Bentinck School

Class –ukg,1,2,5,6,7

Subject:- G.K (S.Section), UKG :- Ch-1

1.What is it Called?
Discuss- Name Of 15 Animals.
Lion,Elephant,Giraffe,Kangaroo,Squirrel,Tiger,Hippopatamus,
Rhinoceros,Chimpanzee,Jackal,Fox,Wolf,Bear,Horse,Monkey.
P.g-10- Look at these picture and write the names of the body parts .
1.Trunk 2.Neck 3.Pouch 4.Ears 5.Tail 6.Feet
7claws. 8.Flippers
worksheet  Class Ukg              subject-Gk.            Ch-1-What is it   
called
1.which animal am I?

a. I eat grass and I provide milk to human beings. I have four legs.
i. Dog      ii. Cow.   iii. monkey    iv.        cat  

b. I am soft and funny pet I have sharp teeth and claws.
i.Ox         ii.Bear.     iii.Cat.     iv.Elephant

c.I have 2 legs ,2wings and a tail.I eat worms and insects.I lay eggs.
i.Bear.    ii.Hen.    iii.Cow.   iv.Lion

d.I am very big and funny.I live in woods.I have a big nose,4 legs and a tail.
i.Bear.   ii.Tiger.   iii.Giraffe.   iv.Lion
e.Which animal gives us wool
i)Cheetah ii)Sheep iii)Kangaroo iv)Monkey

CLASS-1
Ch-1- Life Cycle of a Tree  P.g10
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Discuss-About TREE,Colour
What is Tree?
Ans-A tree is a small plant with a trunk and branches made of wood.
Write the Names of 12 Trees.
Ans-Banyan Tree Neem Tree Mango Tree Peepal Tree 
Aloe Vera Tree Tulsi Plant Sal tree Cucumber Tree
Apple Tree Coconut Tree            Rose Plant Papaya Tree
Name National Tree of India- Banyan Tree
Ans- P.g No-10 – Identify the picture in the life cycle and complete the 
words to lern more.
1.Seed 2.Sprout 3.Saplings 4.Branch 5.Leaves 6.Trunk

7.Crown 8.Roots 9.Flower 10.Fruit

Worksheet:- 
1.Draw a Parts of a plant and colour it.
2.Which part of a plant am I?
a)I am below the ground and brown in colour.
i)Leaf ( ) ii)Flower( ) iii)Fruit( ) iii)Root( )
b)I am green in colour.
i)Flower ( ) ii)Stem ( ) iii)Leaf ( ) iii)Root ( )
c)I am colourful and beautiful 
i)Flower ( ) ii)Seed ( ) iii)Root ( ) iii)Stem ( )
d)I protect seeds within me.
i)Stem ( ) ii)Root ( ) iii)Fruit ( ) iii)Leaf( )
Ans-2a)iii b)iii c)i d)iii
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Ch-1- Plants at Work

Discuss:-What is LIVING Being ,What is Non living Being

Defination:- Living Being:- Things which can grow,move,breathe are called Living Being.

Non Living Being:-hings which cannot grow,move,breathe are called Non living 

Being.

Plants just like human being are living being.They have some unique features and very useful 

to the environment.

Worksheet

1.Choose the correct answer to complete the sentence below

(Seeds,lifecycle,leaves,Oxygen,Fruit,Stem,water,pollen,roots)

a)New plants grow from __________

b)Plants give of ____________ to help us to breathe.

c)The __________ of plant grow underground.

d)Insects carry ___________ from flower to flower.

e)The _____________ of a plant showa how it grows ,live and dies.

f)All plants need sunlight,food and _____________

g)The ___________ of a plant grow on the stem.

h)Sometimes,a plant can grow ___________ that we can eat.

i)The part of the plant that holds it up straight is the _____________

Defination of (Discuss and H.W Write about 5 lines about these)

Photosynthesis:-

Venus Flytrap

Cactus

Rafflesia 
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Ch-1- Flower Power

Defination:-Flower power was a slogan used during the late 1960s and early 1970s as a 

symbol of passive resistance and non violence ideology.It is rooted in the opposition 

movement to the Vietnam war.

c.w- National Flower 

a)India- Lotus b)Australia-Golden wattle c)France-Iris

d)Finland-Lily of valley e)Tulips-Holland f)Sunflower-Ukraine

g)Orchid-Hongkong h)Bangladesh-White water Lily

i)Bhutan-Blue Poppy j)England-Rose

k)Japan-Cherry Blossom l)Pakistan-Jasmine m)Srilanka-Blue Lily

n)Vietnam-Lotus o)Afghanistan-Tulip

Write the Uses to Flowers.

a)Provide Food

b)Sources of honey

c)sources of medicines

d)Help in pollination and crop yield

e)Give beauty in nature and surrounding

f)Provide perfumes and scents.

g)Use for decoration

h)To prepare dyes.

P.g-10 Ch-1-Answer-1.Water Lily,2.Rafflesia,3.Sunflower 4.Daffodil 5.Rhododendron

6.Cherry Blossom

H.W-Draw a parts of a flower and label it.

Name 10 medicinal Plant and their uses.
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Worksheet 

a)Which is the largest living bird on Earth?

i)Emu ( ) ii)Ostrich ( ) iii)Albatross ( ) iv)Siberian Crane(

)

Ans- ii)Ostrich

b)For how many years have the dinosaurs been extinct?

i)About 25 million years ( ) ii)About 65 million years( )

iii)About 100 million years ( ) iv)About 135 million years( )

Ans-ii-About 65 million years

c)Darwin Finches refer to a group of

i)Fishes ( ) ii)Lizard( ) iii)Birds ( ) iv)Amphibians( )

Ans-iii)Birds

d)Which amongst the following is the largest mammal?

I)elephant ( ) ii)Whale ( ) iii)Dinasaur() iv)Rhinoceros( )

Ans-ii)Whale

e)Which part becomes modified as the tusk of elephant?

i)Canine( ) ii)Premolar( ) iii)Second Incisor ( ) iv)Molar ( )

Ans-iii)second Incisor

f)Which of the following birds is the state of three Indian states?

i)Hill Mynah ( ) ii)Blue Jay(Indian Roller) iii)Greater  Flamingo ( )

iv)Great Hornbill ( )

Ans-ii-Blue Jay (Andhra Pradesh,Karnatka,Orrisa)



g)Which phenomenon do bats or dolphins use to find prey,predators,or 

obstacles?

i)Refration of sound ( ) ii)Formatting of beats ( ) iii)Scattering (

) iv)Echo location ( )

Ans-iv-Echo location

C.W- National Bird

India- Peacock

China-Red crowned Crane

Nepal-Himalayan Monal

Malaysia-Rhinoceros Hornbil

Pakistan-Chukar Partridge

Singapore- Crimson sunbirds

Japan-Green Pheasant 

France-Gallic Rooster

Poland-White tailed sea Eagle

United Kingdom- European Robin

Egypt-Golden Eagle

America-Bald EgleBrazil-Rufous Bellied

Ans- ch-1 Pg-10- 1.White Stork 2.Redshank 3.Pelican 4.Bluethroat

5.Osprey 6.Snipe 7.Godwit 8.Hummingbird

9.Sandpiper
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Ch-1- That ‘s Rarity

Defination of species- A group of animals,plants or other living things that all 
share common characteristics and that are all classified as alike in some 
manner.
Defination of Endangered species-Species that is at risk of extinction because of 
sudden rapid decrease in its population or loss of its critical habitat.
Defination of Vulnerable animal –A vulnerable species is a species which has 
been categorized by the International union for conservation of nature as likely 
to become endangered .
Defination of Threatened animal-A threatened species becoming rare and they 
become in danger.

Name 10 Endangered species-
1)Giant Panda
2)PantherTiger
3)Whooping crane
4)Blue whale
5)Asian Elephant
6)Sea opper
7)Snow leopard
8)Gorilla
9)sea turtles
10)Amur leopard
 LIST OF RARE SPECIES
1)One horned Rhinoceros 2)Nilgiri Tahr 3)Bengal Tiger
4)Asiatic Lion 5)Black Buck 6)Macaque 7)Giant Panda
8)Snow LEOPARD


